ACTIVE LEARNING IN THE LIBRARY!

USING LIBGUIDES & LIBCAL TO SUPPORT ACTIVE LEARNING

TO IMAGINE
TO CREATE
TO LEARN
ROUGH START

FYE TRIES TO RECREATE MOVIE SCENES
PROBLEMS

1. Inaudible audio
2. No plan for file collection/archiving
3. No/varied level of video production training
PILOTTING A SOLUTION
SMARTPHONE VIDEO KITS
Before You Start Filming

Planning Your Video's Story

When planning out your video, sit down with your assignment and make a list of ideas. Now is the time to

- Can we complete this idea by the due date?
- Does this idea require special skills we don't have yet?
- Does this idea require too many people...or too much stuff?
- How are we going to get everyone and any equipment to the filming location?

Cross off anything complicated, expensive, far away, or otherwise impractical. While planning your experiences. Keep ideas that are creative, simple, safe, fun, and legal...and meet your assignment.

Once you have your ideas in place, create a storyboard. Storyboarding before you shoot any footage will avoid problems like continuity errors and meandering plot lines.
TECHNOLOGY GUIDE BEST PRACTICES

• Think Beyond One Class or Assignment
• Link Technology Access
• Include Downloadable Tools
ASSESSING IMPACT
18 Video Guide Hits
6 Smartphone Kit
Checkouts
FACULTY REACTION
(I LOVE THIS!)
FACULTY FEEDBACK

• Want to reserve equipment
• Want better equipment
• Want tools for more projects
MOVING BEYOND THE PILOT
MORE & BETTER EQUIPMENT

Camcorder and Microphone Kit
My Scheduler

Set up your appointment time slots, then let LibCal accept and manage your 1 on 1 patron meetings!

My Appointments | Appointment Scheduler Settings | Google Calendar | Outlook/Exchange Calendar | Widget/Embed Code

Feb 18 - Feb 24, 2018

20th

Tue

With:

When:

11:00am - 11:30am Tuesday, February 20, 2018

View details

FOR FACULTY ASSIGNMENT DESIGN & STUDENT PROJECT SUPPORT

CONSULTATIONS
IMPACT
TECH LIBGUIDE HITS

• FY16: 82
• FY17: 1412
• FY18: 1753 (YTD)
COLLABORATIONS

- FY17: 5 Class Collaborations
- FY18: More than 20 Class Collaborations